
QUICK READ

Avoid an Overdone Dashboard
Dashboards are powerful business tools that 
summarize complicated information in an easy to 
read way. However, with endless capabilities and 
functionalities, dashboards can result in information 
overload. Consider these three concepts to avoid it.

EBOOK

Drive Your Dashboards Like a Boss
Get in the driver’s seat. This handy guide walks through 
best practices for dashboard use and design. Download

Download

The Ultimate, No-nonsense Guide 
to Easier Data Visualizations and 
Real-time Dashboards

SUCCESS KIT

CASE STUDY

Zuffa comes Out on Top by Knocking 
Out Spreadsheets
Understand how Hubble helped Zuffa to easily see all 
of the information collected from their fights and run 
analysis to see which ones were the most profitable 
and why. This real-time information helps the company 
drive better business decisions.

Download

As the hub to your 
business’ transactional 
data, your ERP holds 
indigenous information 
that, when analyzed 
intelligently, can take 
your organization to 
next level performance 
heights. Experiencing 
such value from the ERP 
should be a strategic 
goal of any organization. 
This kit is specifically 
designed to help you 
get more out of your 
ERP ASAP.

The 
Rundown

EBOOK

A Modern CFO’S Guide to KPIs 
This ebook will explore the anatomy of a good KPI, 
how reports are different than KPIs, and help you 
create an action plan to move you from an organization 
of reporting to an organization that drives business 
performance KPIs. 

Download

http://files.gohubble.com/ebooks/How_to_Drive_Your_Dashboards_Like_a_Boss.pdf?_ga=2.60812197.988285999.1505991227-1757146175.1504816349
https://gohubble.com/hubbleology/169/avoid-an-overdone-dashboard
http://www.gohubble.com/hubbleology/62/zuffa-comes-out-on-top-by-knocking-out-s
http://files.gohubble.com/ebooks/A_Modern_CFOs_Guide_to_Finding_the_Right_KPIs.pdf?_ga=1.56038573.70900221.1428755969


QUICK READ

Purely Cosmetic: Downfalls of BI 
Analytics as a Business Management 
Solution 
BI analytics tools can’t handle ad-hoc reporting, 
drill-downs or transactional day-to-day reporting,  
all of which are essential for keeping your business 
on the right track.

QUICK READ

Analytics Q&A: Analytics, Excel, and the 
In-betweends for JD Edwards
The good, the bad, the ugly. Hear directly from your 
peers: 

• Tony Kay, Director of ERP for Alcohol 
Monitoring Systems

• Seth Parker, Business Systems Analyst, Fike 
Corporation

• Patty Petrone, ERP Team Lead, Orlando 
Utilities Commission

Download

Download
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